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AT�A�GLANCE

Mining has been a major contributor South Africa’s economy. But for all its signifi-
cance, the industry has been in decline for more than two decades. 

Challenges to South Africa’s Mining
South Africa’s mining industry has struggled to be cost-competitive internationally 
due to both structural and hard-to-control factors as well as several home grown 
problems. 

Revitalizing the Mining Industry
To assess the relative competiveness of developed and developing mining coun-
tries, BCG designed a framework with eight major elements, broken down into 24 
sub-elements and 67 key performance indicators. Top performers consistently 
scored better across each of the eight competitiveness drivers in our framework. 

BCG has identified ten priority interventions and the role of the South African 
government and the mining industry can play in each, as well as three important 
areas of leadership for the South African business community in revitalizing the 
country’s mining Industry.
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South Africa’s economy was built on the country’s vast mineral resources. 
Endowed with the world’s biggest reserves of platinum and manganese, and 

with large deposits of gold, iron ore, coal, and chrome, South Africa became a 
leading global supplier of mined commodities.

Mining has been a major contributor to GDP, foreign exchange earnings, employment, 
and fiscal income. But for all its significance, South Africa’s mining industry has been 
in decline for more than two decades, in both absolute and relative terms. 

Our analysis of South Africa’s international competitiveness, specifically as it pertains 
to the mining sector, reveals a number of issues that currently limit the country’s abil-
ity to benefit from its mineral endowment. Demand for some of the country’s com-
modities— notably platinum, coal, and gold—has seen subdued growth rates.  At the 
same time, South Africa, which has no substantial endowment of lithium, nickel, or co-
balt, cannot benefit from the burgeoning demand for these battery metals, a demand 
fueled by the electric-vehicle boom.

Even with its large reserves, the country’s deteriorating cost competitiveness and the 
quality of remaining deposits are concerns. In particular, South Africa’s gold reserves 
are now some of the most costly to extract relative to other countries globally. 

In addition to these structural and hard-to-control factors, several homegrown prob-
lems are affecting South Africa’s mining competitiveness. Ongoing legal and political 
struggles to clarify and solidify the government’s mining policies, high fatality rates, 
and contentious labour relations all weigh on investor confidence. 

However there is reason to believe that the fortunes of the South African mining 
sector can improve. Our study of the sector, focusing on the period 2009 to 2017, sug-
gests that it is within the powers of the key stakeholders—government, industry, and 
organized labour—to reverse the sector’s fortunes, provided they can escape zero-sum 
thinking, and instead collaborate to breathe new life into the sector. 

We have identified a range of potential initiatives that can slow the decline in some 
minerals, and accelerate growth in others.  We believe that the current positive sen-
timent in the country has opened a window of opportunity for more constructive 
engagement between key stakeholders. But the right mindset for collaboration, and 
decisive action on behalf of all stakeholders is necessary to improve the sector’s com-
petitiveness and achieve higher growth.1
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Note: Other includes Copper, Diamonds, Aggregate & Sand as well as other Mines & Quarries; Other values estimated as
difference between total employment & employment in Manganese, Chrome, Iron Ore, Coal, Gold & PGM
Source: Department of Mineral Resources (DMR)   
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This is a summary of BCG’s independent research report on the competitiveness of 
the South African mining sector. During this independent research, BCG engaged with 
a number of key stakeholders, primarily through the Growth & Competitiveness Task 
Team (GCTT). The GCTT consists of representatives from the Department of Mineral 
Resources (DMR), the Minerals Council South Africa, labour unions, and other key 
stakeholders. Our research identified and analysed key challenges related to the South 
African mining sector and explored possible solutions to these challenges.  

Mining in Transition 
Although mining continues to play a major role in South Africa’s economy, the con-
tribution of the sector has been undergoing changes for several decades. Since 1990, 
gold production has decreased significantly. From 2009 to 2017, South Africa’s mining 
industry has performed poorly in terms of output, share of GDP, employment, and 
capital investment. Meanwhile, other sectors, notably the service sector, have grown in 
importance. 

South Africa’s mining industry has struggled to be cost-competitive internationally, 
due in part to logistical and geographic factors and lagging investment in infrastruc-
ture.  South Africa also lags behind many peer countries in terms of exploration and 
technological innovation.  

Between 2010 and 2016, mining’s relative industry share of GDP decreased from 9.2% 
to 7.9%. In real US dollars, mining’s contribution to South Africa’s GDP contracted by 
an annual CAGR of 4.7%, although, in real ZAR, the contribution to GDP increased by 
an annual CAGR of 0.9%. In the fourth quarter of 2017, mining’s share of South Afri-
ca’s GDP was 8%.
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Source: Department of Mineral Resources (DMR) 
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Mining’s shrinking share of GDP, a trend that dates back to the early 1990s, has sig-
nificant consequences for employment. Total employment in mining dropped from 
492,000 in 2009 to 463,000 in 2017.2 The most dramatic  reduction in mining employ-
ment is in gold operations, with direct gold mining employment decreasing from 
160,000 in 2009 to 113,000 in 2017.3  (See Exhibit 1.)

Comparing South Africa’s mining output with global mining output for the period 
from 2009 to 2017 also paints a picture of low or negative growth. Platinum Group 
Minerals (PGM) production contracted by 0.5% per annum versus a global average 
growth of 0.6%.4 Gold production shrank by an average of 4.5% per year while global 
output grew by 3% per year.5 

Primary mineral sales growth in constant 2010 ZARs increased by an annual CAGR 
of 3.7% between 2009 and 2017. (Exhibit 2.) In US dollar terms, real primary mineral 
sales contracted by an annual CAGR of 2.1%. 

Historically, the rate of investment in the mining sector has been a significant factor 
in output growth. From 2009 to 2017, South Africa’s mining CAPEX showed compar-
atively weak growth, with the exception of a brief investment upswing between 2009 
and 2012. Since 2012, CAPEX levels have fallen steeply, and are today below the 2009 
level.6 (See Exhibit 3.)

BCG’s analysis of CAPEX trends among peer mining countries shows an emphasis on 
developing and expanding existing or new production. (See Exhibit 4.). By contrast, 
South Africa has focused on maintaining and sustaining current operations.7
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CAPEX Mix 1,2 - South Africa CAPEX Mix – Peer Group 3
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South Africa’s spending on exploration is the lowest among leading mining countries; 
its share of the global exploration budget (total spending in dollars globally) fell from 
1.6% in 2009 to 1.1% in 2017. 

Stagnant domestic manufacturing has been a drag on local demand for metals, but 
exports are a bigger factor. In the coming years, growth in South Africa’s mining sector 
will depend on strong international demand. To capture that demand, South Africa 
will have to address ever-increasing utility and labour costs relative to peers, high and 
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Exhibit�5�|�Peer�Group�Mineral�Production�by�Country,�2016

rising transportation costs, and lack of government incentives for investment in the 
sector. 

International Competitiveness: Strengths and Weaknesses
South Africa ranks sixth among the top 23 mining producers in the world based on 
value of mineral production.8,9 (See Exhibit 4.)

To assess the relative competiveness of these 23 developed and developing mining 
countries, we designed a framework with eight major elements, broken down into 24 
sub-elements and 67 key performance indicators. Regardless of their current level of 
economic development, top performers consistently scored better across each of the 
eight competitiveness drivers in our framework. (See Exhibit 6.)

South Africa’s competitiveness, as shown in Exhibit 5, was in the bottom 25% of its 
peer group in government regulation, domestic and international demand, factor con-
ditions (energy, water, and labour), and infrastructure (logistics and information tech-
nology). It is important to note, however, that some constraints and conditions (such 
as international demand or the relative cost of extracting mineral deposits) can’t be 
controlled. Our analysis concentrates on attributes and conditions in South Africa that 
can be addressed and improved. 

Factor Inputs (Energy, Labour, and Mineral Endowment). Despite depressed demand 
for South Africa’s basket of minerals, the country still has large, high-quality deposits 
of key industrial minerals, especially manganese, PGM, and chrome. Gold has become 
less competitive in recent years as a result of the increasing depth of mineshaft need-
ed to find quality deposits, and falling grades of South African mines.10  Resulting 
high costs of extraction, as well as rising wage levels, have put downward pressure on 
achievable financial returns at current commodity price levels. South Africa has the 
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highest labour cost per ounce produced among the ten largest gold producing coun-
tries. In 2018, South African labour costs per ounce of extracted gold ($451) have been 
more than double the global average of $217.

Recent hikes in electricity prices have meant that South Africa’s historic competitive 
advantage in electricity pricing cannot be relied upon anymore as a cost differentiator 
relative to peer countries. Reliability of electrical power is also poor. Furthermore, 
South Africa is in the bottom quartile amongst peers by cost and availability of indus-
trial water supply.

Wage increases have exceeded productivity gains in recent years, and labour unrest is 
a constant concern for foreign investors. In 2017, 89% of respondents to a Fraser Insti-
tute survey cited labour unrest as a significant deterrent to foreign investment. 

Domestic and export demand. South Africa’s manufacturing sector has been grow-
ing slowly, and is expected to fall further behind in the next ten years. As noted earlier, 
South Africa’s mineral sector is highly reliant on export markets.  South Africa’s trad-
ing partners are growing rapidly, and will require more minerals in the coming decade. 
International demand will be a significant opportunity if South Africa can cost-effec-
tively increase production volumes. 

Capital investment and innovation. South Africa exports the majority of its extract-
ed minerals with limited local beneficiation, due to insufficient local demand and 
low manufacturing competitiveness. INSEAD business school’s annual comparative 
Global Innovation Index in 2018 showed that while South Africa has the same drive to 
innovate as its peers, it has fallen behind in capital investment. Related to this, while 
the Global Innovation Index suggests South Africa has shown some improvement in 
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the quality of its universities and scientific publications, it has a lower score for patent 
families (patents taken out in various countries to protect a single innovation). South 
African industry was also found in a recent study to lag behind in the global drive to-
ward digital transformations

Infrastructure and Logistics. Long and expensive hauls from mines to distant ports 
have a negative impact on the cost competitiveness of South Africa’s exports. High rail 
tariffs is another constraining factor. 

Entrepreneurship. The publicly available South African geological database is outdat-
ed and difficult to access. This creates a barrier to entry for junior mining companies.  
Furthermore, South Africa’s prospecting and mineral rights application processes are 
complicated and slow, and the results are unpredictable. This creates a further deter-
rent to the exploration that is badly needed. Local ownership restrictions add a further 
layer of complexity for new mining companies wishing to attract investment to South 
Africa.

Financing. South Africa’s financial markets are relatively well developed for a coun-
try of its size and stage of economic advancement. South African mining companies 
have lower debt-to-equity ratios relative to companies in peer countries. Deep capital 
markets, along with strong industry balance sheets, mean South African companies 
can likely finance more new ventures. Government incentives for new investments 
are, however, less robust than in developed economies, especially for inherently riskier 
exploration. 

We also observed from the capital expenditure trend shown in Exhibit 3 that capital 
expenditure in South African mining did not increase as much during the investment 
upswing as it did in the peer group of countries. As we noted earlier, companies in 
South Africa have focused on sustaining CAPEX rather than developing and expand-
ing it. Both these trends suggest a recent lack of investor confidence in South Africa’s 
mining industry. Low investor confidence and limited government incentives may curb 
the potential benefits of having better functioning financial markets.

Talent. The UNESCO Institute’s education expenditure per pupil data shows South 
Africa outspending mining peers among the developing countries. However, South 
Africa has a comparatively smaller pool of college graduates. An even smaller percent-
age of those students are pursuing mining degrees or studying the math, science, and 
engineering that is necessary for a career in mining. 

South Africa has an unemployment rate of nearly 30%. While this does suggest the ex-
istence of a large potential labour pool, a sizable number of the unemployed are poor-
ly skilled. This not only creates social challenges, but specific challenges for the mining 
industry, as the technical demands placed on workers continue to increase. 

Government and regulatory environment. The lack of clarity on various points of 
South African mining policy appear to be an important cause of the sector’s long-term 
decline. Continuous changes to South Africa’s Mining Charter and legal battles over 
clarifying policies and specific rules create tension and uncertainty for investors. In ad-
dition to uncertainty, new policy proposals are not investor-friendly. Recent proposed 
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Note: job increase/decline based on average number of employees per unit of production by mineral over the last 3 years and forecasted 
production volume 
Source: StatsSA, Minerals Council of South Africa 
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amendments to the Mining Charter include ownership provisions such as the one 
that calls for both communities and employees to each hold 8% of companies, with 
five percentage points of each held on a ‘free carry’ basis .11 Also, recent amendments 
mention a ‘trickle dividend’ equal to 1% of EBITDA from the sixth year of the mining 
right until dividends are paid by the company.12

Changes to the Charter pose a significant disadvantage for South Africa relative to 
other top-tier mining countries that offer more predictable and investor-friendly policy 
environments. (See case studies on Peru and Chile.) In general, South Africa ranks low 
on government regulation.

Two South African Mining Scenarios for 2030 
Absent interventions, BCG projects further declines in three out of the six key mineral 
classes by 2030. We focused our analysis on South Africa’s top six primary minerals 
by value: PGM, gold, coal, iron ore, chrome, and manganese. Our base case, without 
intervention, could potentially result in a reduction of revenue of ZAR 28 billion and 
68,000 fewer jobs by 2030 relative to 2017 levels. (See Exhibit 7.)

We have identified interventions in the six key mineral categories aimed at reversing 
the current downward momentum.  Taken together, these interventions could poten-
tially result in an additional ZAR 71 billion in revenue and save up to 52,000 jobs rela-
tive to the base case scenario.  (See Exhibit 8.)

Below we present the outlook for each major mineral category, with and without in-
terventions.
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Note: job increase/decline based on average number of employees per unit of production by mineral over the last 3 years and forecasted 
production volume, with exception of PGM and gold where additional volume vs. base case is assumed to be 30% less labour intensive
Source: StatsSA, Minerals Council of South Africa    
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Gold 
No Intervention. Production is likely to decrease by another 51% to 67 tonnes by 
2030. Despite having gold reserves that are rated as the second largest in the world 
by the United States Geological Survey (USGS), the deep location of South Africa’s 
reserves make gold difficult and costly to mine. South African gold production is there-
fore likely to be increasingly uncompetitive. 

Intervention. The challenges South Africa faces in gold mining are primarily related 
to the cost-competitiveness associated with complex deep-level mining operations. 
The key intervention is to research and implement mechanization. Mechanization will 
likely not stop the decline, but could slow it down. Exploration for new, more easily ac-
cessible deposits could also provide a significant upside for employment. BCG projects 
that mechanization could save as many as 22,000 jobs in gold mining in South Africa 
by 2030. This may seem counterintuitive, but mechanization will extend the life of 
deep mines, significantly increasing the number of ounces produced. Despite lowering 
the employment per produced ounce, on balance the impact on job creation is net 
positive. 

PGM
No intervention. South Africa has by far the largest deposit of known PGM reserves, 
amounting to 91% of the global total, according to the USGS. Production is likely to de-
crease by another 10% to 235 tonnes by 2030. Future primary production prospects are 
tempered by increased platinum recycling and lower global demand for platinum.13

Intervention.  South Africa’s challenges relate to difficult demand conditions and rela-
tively high extraction costs. Immediate improvements require mechanization of mines 
to reduce costs. Long-term, the industry should consider investments that stimulate 
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new sources of demand for PGM. This is the only viable intervention that could actual-
ly increase South African platinum production. BCG projects that mechanization could 
save around 4,000 jobs in South Africa by 2030, but this depends heavily on the indus-
try’s ability to stimulate new demand for platinum above the current levels. Potential 
demand-side initiatives include the promotion of hydrogen-powered fuel cells, exten-
sive marketing of platinum jewellery in India and China, and revisiting the possibility 
of using platinum as a reserve currency in BRICS countries.14 

Iron Ore 
No intervention. Although South Africa has a strong endowment of very high-grade 
iron ore, it has limited known reserves. However, renewed exploration activity in the 
Northern Cape region, along with the application of new beneficiation technologies, 
could extend reserves, and thus current levels of iron ore production. It is assumed 
production will remain stable based on recently announced new iron ore reserves 
which have increased the expected lifespan from 10 years to 14 to 15 years. This as-
sumes continuing the current rate of production of 75 million tonnes a  year and re-
serves of 770 plus 300 million tonnes. 

Intervention. Although production is unlikely to increase in an upside scenario, 
production at current levels will continue for at least another 15 years. If further rail 
capacity becomes available, additional discoveries of iron ore reserves could further 
push out depletion time. South Africa should continue to fund further iron ore explo-
ration.

Manganese
No intervention.  Available rail and port capacity is currently a constraint to increas-
ing production, but manganese is still an exciting prospect for South Africa given its 
natural supply and the potential for improvements in cost competitiveness. We an-
ticipate South Africa’s manganese production will rise 25% from 14 million tonnes in 
2017 to 18 million tonnes by 2030. This assumes, however, that the Ngqura manganese 
export port terminal in the Eastern Cape and corresponding rail capacity are fully op-
erational by 2023, and South Africa takes its fair share (33%) of international demand. 

Intervention. With the improvements in infrastructure described above, South Africa’s 
manganese producers could move further down the cost curve. In this scenario, annual 
production could reach around 25 million tonnes, or 41% more than our base case of 18 
million tonnes. With improved international cost-competitiveness and higher produc-
tion, South Africa could absorb all the growth in world demand for manganese.  

Chrome 
No Intervention. We project that chrome production will steadily expand by 38% to 
23 million tonnes by 2030 if current conditions remain stable. South African chrome is 
relatively cost competitive and South Africa has enough chrome production capacity 
to mirror global demand growth. 

Intervention. Chrome production is likely to increase with global demand. South Af-
rica can substantially increase the contribution of chrome to the economy if it is able 
to unlock beneficiation. The key intervention is to secure a reliable and affordable 
electricity supply for chrome smelting. BCG projects that increased chrome production 
and beneficiation could create as many as 13,000 jobs by 2030. 
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Exhibit�9�|�Six�Global�Best�Practices�for�Policy�Certainty�in�the�Mining�Industry

Coal
No intervention. Coal is likely to remain stable at 252 million tonnes until 2030. Coal 
demand growth is expected to be negative globally, but stable for South Africa given 
quite robust coal demand growth in some of its major trading partners, especially In-
dia. 

Intervention. South Africa can expand coal production if it increases investments in 
its rail and port infrastructure to support coal export activities. This will require signif-
icant additional investments, especially in rail capacity from the Waterberg coal field 
to the Richard’s Bay Coal Terminal (RBCT), but it will enable significant growth. Spe-
cifically, our scenario assumes RBCT expands capacity to 105 million tonnes per year 
and CoalLink15 capacity increases to an equivalent level. Moreover, we assume there is 
sufficient water (and associated infrastructure) available to sustain increased coal pro-
duction in the Waterberg area. BCG projects that infrastructure expansions can create 
as many as 9,000 new jobs in the coal mining industry.

Ten Priority Interventions and the Role of Government and 
Industry in Each
BCG has identified ten priority interventions and made suggestions for the role that 
the South African government and the mining industry can play in each. 

1.  Provide policy certainty. Every review by the Department of Mineral Resources 
has the potential to precipitate regulatory changes. This causes uncertainty. Gov-
ernment should support industry by providing predictability and certainty to inter-
national investors. Following the six global best practices identified in our study, 
we propose that the South African government legislate mining regulations to the 
greatest extent possible. (See Exhibit 8). Ministerial involvement and other areas 
of discretionary decision-making should be minimal. The South African mining 
industry can actively engage with and support government in its drive to provide 
certainty and predictability to international investors.
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 By contrast, neighbouring Botswana’s mining sector is regulated by laws rather 
than a charter. Because the government minister in Botswana who oversees natu-
ral resources has limited power to change policies, he concentrates on implementa-
tion and effectiveness for all stakeholders.

2. Strengthen security of tenure. A new mineral rights cadastral management 
system is needed to reduce the complexity of South Africa’s processes for grant-
ing, renewing, and amending mineral rights. Exploration rights holders have first 
preference, but legislative action could strengthen the legal ‘guarantee’ to transfer 
rights from exploration to mining, if key conditions are met.  We propose eliminat-
ing ministerial approval for any sale, transfer, or lease of mineral rights. Subjective 
criteria for granting and revoking rights relating to social and labour should be 
replaced with detailed legislation to ensure consistency and objectivity. The South 
African mining industry can actively engage with and support government in this 
process of reform.

3. Improve the mineral rights application process. Industry could engage with and 
support government by identifying high-impact areas for improvement.  For exam-
ple, companies currently apply for additional rights when new mineral deposits 
are discovered. Alternatively, mineral rights could cover all minerals within the 
geographic confines of a specific right. All rights criteria should be legislated rather 
than regulated through the charter to ensure consistency in the application process. 
The mineral rights applications process is challenging because the timelines are 
uncertain and the application of rights criteria differs among regional offices. A ful-
ly computerised cadastre system would help. 

4. Update Geo-mapping. The South African government has started a public re-
mapping of the country’s geological profile through the National Council for Geo-
sciences. This is an important initiative, but industry should continue to invest in 
private geological mapping activities. Working with business, the government can 
provide funding and institutional support, including leveraging existing geological 
information to create an up-to-date online database. Among other information, 
this database could include updated data on deposits that have become econom-
ically viable through technological advances. South Australia’s mostly free online 
geo-mapping portal is a strong model South Africa could replicate. It offers all ma-
jor underlying data elements for its survey, and makes use of data collected over 
the past 150 years.  3D geological models, satellite imagery, and detailed databases 
on select commodities are some of the featured content.

5. Improve financing vehicles. Despite South Africa’s deep financial markets, there 
is a dearth of capital available for riskier exploration activities. We believe that 
new incentives should be created to help facilitate investment in South African 
exploration. For example, Canada uses Flow Through Shares (FTS) to encourage 
investment. FTS allows corporations to pass on exploration expenditure as a tax 
deductible expense to shareholders. Well-established financing alternatives also 
include private equity and metal streaming arrangements.16 

6. Focus on infrastructure and logistical bottlenecks. Public spending on rail 
transport will reduce the costs of moving minerals from mines. The government 
can provide a regulatory and institutional framework for effective public-private 
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partnerships (PPP).  Industry can share infrastructure assets across commodities to 
increase overall output, and provide funding for PPPs.  

7. Reduce utility costs.  We recommend that current minister of Public Enterprises, 
Pravin Gordhan’s, five-step plan be fully implemented at state-owned enterprises 
(SOEs). The resulting savings eventually should be passed on to all customers. The 
five-step plan broadly focuses on the following: 1) appointing SOE board mem-
bers based on their credibility and integrity; 2) supporting this by improving SOE 
efficiency with new boards and improved governance; 3) strengthening financial 
controls at SOE’s, ensuring they do not become a fiscal burden; 4) eliminating 
SOE corruption; and 5) ensuring that SOE’s fulfil their developmental agenda in 
the South African economy. The South African mining industry can again support 
these initiatives by highlighting areas of priority intervention and engaging govern-
ment. 

8. Negotiate sustainable wage agreements and improved implementation of so-
cial and labour plans (SLPs). Government can facilitate negotiations on sustain-
able labour dispensation in mining while industry should actively engage labour 
and government to find mutually beneficial outcomes. The implementation of 
SLPs should be consistently tracked while ensuring there is an integrated approach 
during the implementation phase. Specifically, this implies that mining companies 
should avoid duplication of investments in a particular community if a greater im-
pact can be achieved through an alternative investment. For example, companies 
could complement existing investments in hospitals with investments in transport 
or education infrastructure. 

9. Improve technological competitiveness.  Both government and industry can 
work to provide direct or VC funding for mining technology. They can fund edu-
cation and research in a variety of areas, including mechanized mining, artificial 
intelligence, and drones. All of these technological advances can improve the ef-
fectiveness and safety of exploration, while remote operations can be leveraged to 
reduce overall costs.

10. Stimulate domestic and international demand. Although chances of success 
may be limited, government could engage other BRICS nations to reconsider the 
use of platinum as a reserve currency and thus stimulate investment demand. 
Furthermore, government procurement could stimulate domestic demand by chan-
nelling procurement spend to technologies where PGM is a significant input. PGM-
based fuel cells are one example. Industry could continue to promote platinum 
through industry bodies. R&D and marketing could focus on platinum coins, fuel 
cells, and jewellery. 

The ten recommended interventions aim to achieve four overarching objectives: 1) 
encourage new exploration, especially where it could increase the chance of finding 
economically feasible deposits; 2) improve operations to extend the life of mines and 
secure jobs, especially in gold and PGM; 3) increase investment in infrastructure to 
help increase exports of minerals that are most constrained (manganese and coal); 
and 4) improve market dynamics to maximize the return on the best-endowed miner-
al categories (chrome, manganese, and PGM).  
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Leadership Roles for the South African Mining Industry 
Beyond the ten priority interventions identified above, we foresee three important 
areas of leadership for the South African business community in revitalizing the coun-
try’s mining Industry.

Promote ethical behaviour and leadership. South Africa has recently been in the 
spotlight for instances of unethical leadership in government and business. The lead-
ing mining corporations in South Africa can improve the image of their country, at 
home and abroad, by holding senior management to account for ethical governance 
and leadership by people throughout their organizations. 

Improve their social license-to-operate.  Mining companies have to comply with 
SLP requirements. But to maintain their social license to operate, businesses have to 
do more. To be seen as trusted partners, companies need to work closely with com-
munities to identify high impact projects.  Companies must take responsibility for how 
much they spend and for the outcomes of their actions.

For example, targeted interventions of new community skills initiatives ensure max-
imum impact. In 2016, the mining industry contributed in excess of ZAR 9 billion 
(more than 6% of payroll) to skills development, slightly exceeding the targets set in 
the 2010 Mining Charter17. A 2016 Minerals Council survey showed companies contrib-
uting 3% of net profit after tax (NPAT) to community investments relative to a typical 
benchmark of 1% of NPAT. These are accomplishments that build goodwill. However, 
business has a responsibility to ensure these funds are spent with the maximum com-
munity and developmental impact.

Build out the technology ecosystem. Investments in advanced technology, including 
mechanized mining, machine learning, and drones, are necessary to restore compet-
itiveness, particularly in the gold and PGM sectors. Indeed, one multi-commodity 
mining company increased its prospecting productivity significantly by augmenting its 
existing search methodology with a tailored machine-learning application. Nearly 90% 
more deposits were found with 10% of area searched relative to the traditional use of 
experts and associated methodologies. Detailed mapping using drones improves the 
cost-effectiveness, resolution, and quality of aerial surveys. Initiatives are already in 
place to encourage collaborative technology investments. The primary objective of the 
Mandela research precinct, located in the historic Central Business District of Johan-
nesburg, is to lead research, development, and innovation that supports next-genera-
tion mining equipment developed by South African manufacturers.
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A Better Future 
Over the last two decades, South Africa’s economy, and the role of mining, has under-
gone a significant transformation. Still, mining remains a mainstay of the economy 
from the perspective of job creation, community development, and export earnings. 
While there are challenges, we believe that with effective collaboration among all 
stakeholders, the South African mining sector can increase competitiveness, and ar-
rest, at least partially, its recent decline, to the benefit of all stakeholders. While aggre-
gate employment in the sector is still likely to decline over the long run, our analysis 
suggests that, with the right interventions, up to 50,000 jobs could be saved relative to 
the current trajectory. 

It can be argued that the recent history of the South African mining industry has been 
more concerned with redistribution with the aim of addressing the economic legacy of 
the country’s previous political dispensation, than with competitiveness and growth. 
While redistribution and inclusiveness undeniably remain important considerations in 
South Africa’s economic landscape, a commensurate focus on competitiveness and the 
growth of the sector is required to ensure its long-term economic sustainability.

Reversing the mining sector’s current downward trajectory—and putting it on the 
road to a better future—places new demands on leaders in government, labour 
unions, industry, and communities. Each stakeholder group must re-evaluate its indi-
vidual priorities and positions on issues that were previously considered non-negotia-
ble. This includes areas such as wage agreements, SLP requirements, return on invest-
ment requirements, and business ownership. 

While there needs to be a greater emphasis in the years to come on the global com-
petitiveness of the South African mining industry, industry leaders also have a respon-
sibility to ensure that money allocated to community development has the desired 
impact. In that way, through cooperation and reciprocal concessions, South Africa’s 
leaders can ensure that the country’s extraordinary mineral endowment continues to 
contribute to prosperity and sustainable development for all South Africans.
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Argentina,�Latin�America’s�third-larg-
est�economy�has�fallen�behind�Chile�
and�Peru�in�attracting�mining�
investment,�despite�rich�deposits�of�
copper,�gold,�silver,�and�zinc.1�A�key�
factor�in�the�country’s�declining�
investment�levels�and�international�
competitiveness�is�its�unworkable�
environmental�restrictions.

Mendoza�province,�located�in�the�
west-central�part�of�Argentina,�has�
large�deposits�of�copper,�gold,�and�
potash,�but�it�has�several�environ-
mental�challenges.

Copper,�gold,�and�potash�operations�
require�significant�amounts�of�water�
and�chemicals�for�ore�extraction�and�
processing.�Locals�have�been�con-
cerned�that�chemicals�could�threaten�
scarce�water�in�this�arid�province�
where�the�agricultural�sector�uses�
96%�of�the��water�supply.�A�ban�on�
chemical�use�in�mining,�prospecting,�
and�processing�was�therefore�institut-
ed�in�2007.�

The�restriction�on�the�water�and�
chemicals�needed�to�extract�and�
process�the�minerals�means�many�of�
these�mining�projects�are�no�longer�
feasible,�and�the�rich�deposits�of�
copper,�uranium,�gold,�and�iron�ore�
remain�undeveloped�.�

The�negative�effects�of�environmental�
regulation�on�investment�have�been�
substantial�in�Mendoza.�The�Brazil-
ian�company�Vale�suspended�a�$6�
billion�potash�mine�project�there�in�
2013.�Switzerland’s�Solway�Invest-
ment�Group’s�$200�million�mining�
project�was�rejected�because�of�the�
environmental�regulations.�Because�
open-pit�mining�is�the�preferred�
method�for�mining�gold,�regulations�
prohibiting�chemical�use�have�
created�significant�barriers�to�
large-scale�investments�in�gold�
mining�in�the�region.�

Mining’s�reduced�contribution�to�the�
province’s�GDP,�along�with�declines�
in�metal�exports,�has�also�been�

MINING�CASE�STUDY:�ARGENTINA
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attributed�to�low�investment.�Min-
ing’s�percentage�of�GDP�dropped�
from�14.5%�in�2008�to�8.5%�in�2013.�
Metal�exports�represented�only�2.3%�
of�total�province�exports�in�2017�
compared�with�4%�in�2014.

These�developments�have�also�had�
an�impact�on�perceptions�of�Argenti-
na’s�mining�sector,�overall�business�
environment,�and�reputation.2�
Argentina,�as�a�country,�currently�has�
a�lower-ranking�mining�risk/reward�
index�than�the�other�major�Latin�
American�mining�countries.3

The�government�has�eliminated�
export�taxes�on�metals�and�lifted�a�
prohibition�on�companies�sending�
profits�overseas.�In�June�2017,�
Argentina’s�national�government�and�
the�governors�of�20�provinces�signed�
a�mining�deal�to�harmonize�taxes�
and�regulations,�in�hopes�of�attract-
ing�investment.4�However,�seven�of�
the�country’s�23�provinces�still�
prohibit�certain�practices,�such�as�
open-pit�mining,�and�have�a�full�ban�
on�the�use�of�cyanide�in�extraction.5��

At�stake�is�an�estimated�$350�billion�
worth�of�untapped�deposits,�that�
could�lead�to�over�$10�billion�of�
yearly�exports.6

This�case�study�clearly�indicates�that�
regulatory�decisions�have�significant�
consequences�for�investment�and�
that�trade-offs�should�be�considered�
carefully.

Notes
1.�--
2.�Fraser�Institute�of�Mining�Companies,�2017,�
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/sites/default/
files/survey-of-mining-companies-2017.pdf
3.�Ibid�https://www.fraserinstitute.org/studies/
annual-survey-of-mining-companies-2017
4.�Reuters�June�13,�2017�https://www.reuters.
com/article/argentina-mining/argenti-
na-signs-mining-deal-to-unify-regulations-at-
tract-investment-idUSL1N1JA1ES
5.�Seven�of�the�country’s�23�jurisdictions�have�
a�full�ban�on�the�use�of�cyanide.�http://www.
mining.com/argentina-passes-mining-act-ex-
pected-to-create-125000-new-jobs/
6.�BCG�Analysis
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Chile�is�the�world’s�top�copper�
producer�and�has�world-class�mining�
infrastructure�and�operations.�It�is�the�
world’s�second-largest�producer�of�
lithium,�with�36%�of�the�current�world�
market�share.�Chile�currently�has�the�
largest�known�economically�feasibly�
extractable�reserves�of�lithium�in�the�
world.�Increased�demand�from�the�
electronics�and�electric-vehicle�
industries�has�made�this�resource�a�
key�focus�of�international�investors�
and�developers.��

The�country’s�success�in�mining�
provides�valuable�insight�into�creating�
an�attractive�environment�for�mining.�
Following�earlier�nationalization,�the�
government�allowed�parallel�foreign�
investment�in�the�mining�industry.�
Foreign�investment�laws�passed�in�the�
1990s�led�to�a�more�than�doubling�of�
foreign�direct�investment�(FDI)�in�just�
five�years,�from�$600�million�in�1990�
to�$1.6�billion�in�1995.�Chile�is�today�
the�fifth-largest�recipient�of�mining�
FDI�among�peer�countries,�having�
attracted�approximately�$53�billion�in�
FDI�from�2003�to�2017.1���

Chile�implemented�attractive�tax�
incentives�and�strong�property�rights�
protections.�A�network�of�more�than�
11�universities�offers�programs�in�
mining,�geology,�and�metallurgy,�and�

produces�a�large�number�of�graduates�
who�are�well�prepared�for�careers�in�
the�mining�industry.�

One�of�the�key�tax�incentives,�Decree�
Law�600,�guarantees�tax�stability�for�
investors�in�projects�over�of�$50�
million.�It�created�a�fixed�tax�rate�
for�20�years�on�income�withdrawn�and�
distributed�as�dividends�or�remitted�
abroad.�Although�the�rate,�42%,�is�
higher�than�the�standard�of�35%,�in-
vestors�are�willing�to�pay�the�premi-
um�in�exchange�for�stability.�VAT�
exemptions�are�also�applied�to�
mining�sector�capital�goods�imports�
of�$5�million�or�more.�

The�tax�code�is�also�attractive�for�
capital-intensive�mining�investment,�
since�accelerated�depreciation�of�fixed�
assets�in�one�year�creates�significant�
opportunities�for�tax�savings.�

Chile�is�also�strong�on�property�
rights;�concessions�granted�by�the�
government�are�protected�as�private�
property�under�the�country’s�constitu-
tional�law.�

Chile�has�succeeded�in�attracting�
investment�by�creating�a�clear�and�
predictable�regulatory�framework�that�
includes�various�investment�incen-
tives.�

MINING�CASE�STUDY:�CHILE
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As�of�2017,�mining�represented�about�
10%�of�GDP�in�Peru,�but�more�than�
half�(62%)�of�the�total�value�of�
exports.�Exports�are�highly�concen-
trated�in�non-value-added,�mostly�
mined,�products.�Peru�has�a�major�
presence�in�global�markets�for�copper,�
gold,�and�silver.�

Against�Latin�American�peers,�Peru�
performs�well�on�key�competitiveness�
measures.�It�has�low�factor�input�
costs�(up�to�25%�lower�than�Chile,�
which�competes�on�the�same�miner-
als).�And�energy�costs�of�8.1�c/kWh�in�
Peru�are�considerably�lower�than�
Chile’s�rate�of�15.2�c/kWh.�The�
Peruvian�mining�labor�cost�of�$9�per�
hour�compares�favorably�with�the�$20�
per�hour�rate�in�Chile.�

Over�the�past�decade,�Peru�has�been�
one�of�the�fastest-growing�countries�
in�Latin�America,�and�has�maintained�
the�stable�macroeconomic�environ-
ment�that�is�critical�to�creating�an�
attractive�investment�climate.�Peru�
has�had�a�BBB+�investment�grade�
rating�since�2009.

Peru�capitalizes�on�these�competitive�
strengths�with�its�tax�stability�through�
special�agreements�and�guaranteed�
special�incentives�that�attract�foreign�
direct�investment�(FDI).1�A�quarter�of�

Peru’s�total�FDI�goes�into�the�mining�
sector.�The�Peruvian�government�
policy�of�offering�foreign�investors�the�
same�tax�treatment�as�local�investors�
is�another�significant�advantage�
contributing�to�a�favorable�invest-
ment�climate.�

China�and�the�US�are�the�leading�
mining�investors.�Large,�well-known�
mining�companies�that�are�major�
players�in�Peru�include�Anglo�Ameri-
can,�Gold�Fields,�and�Rio�Tinto.

Rich�deposits�of�minerals�(mainly�
gold,�copper,�and�silver)�lure�investors,�
but�this�case�study�shows�that�an�
attractive�regulatory�and�macro-eco-
nomic�environment�can�improve�a�
country’s�mining-investment�attrac-
tiveness.�

Notes
1.�Under�stability�agreements,�provided�that�
the�investment�exceeds�$10�million,�statutes�
on�income�taxes,�remittances,�export�
promotion�regimes,�administrative�procedures,�
and�labor�hiring�regimes�in�effect�at�the�time�
of�the�contract�remain�unchanged�for�an�
investment�for�ten�years.

MINING�CASE�STUDY:�PERU
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Notes 
1 The Minerals Council South Africa (MINCOSA) is a mining industry employers’ organization that 
supports and promotes the South African mining industry.
2 Following a peak of 611,000 in 1994, overall mining employment dropped to a low of 407,000 in 
2001, and has fluctuated under 525,000 since then.
3 Employment in gold has declined steadily from 392,000 in 1994 to 113,000 in 2017.
4 The global PGM CAGR provided is for Platinum and Palladium only.
5 Between 1990 and 2017 South African PGM output expanded by an annual CAGR of 2.3% relative to 
a global CAGR of 3.9%, while South African gold output contracted by 5.4% per annum relative to 
global growth of 2% per annum.
6 Note that the CAPEX values provided do not include capital expenditure on coal, diamonds, 
manganese, or chromite. They do, however, include capital expenditure on gold, PGM, iron ore, copper, 
and zinc.
7 Sustaining CAPEX is capital expenditures that are necessary to maintain or sustain current opera-
tions. Development & Expansion CAPEX is capital expenditures used to expand existing production or 
develop new production.
8 Minerals included are iron and Ferro-alloy metals (Iron, Cr, Co, Mn, Mo, Ni, Nb, Ta, Ti, W, V), 
non-ferrous metals (AI, Sb, As, Bauxite, Bi, Cd, Cu, Ga, Ge, Pb, Li, Hg, REE, Re, Se, Te, Sn, Zn), precious 
metals (Au, PGM incl. Pd, Pt, Rh, Ag). and mineral fuels (Steam Coal incl. Anthracite and Sub-Bitumi-
nous Coal, Coking Coal, Lignite, Natural Gas, Crude Petroleum, Oil Sands, Oil Shales, Uranium)
9 Excludes countries with large share of petroleum in mineral fuels (Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq, United 
Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Venezuela, Qatar, Norway, Algeria, Angola, Oman, United Kingdom, Malaysia, 
Egypt, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Vietnam, Ecuador, Thailand, Libya) 
Source: WMC – 6.1 Total World Production; WMC production of mineral raw materials by countries
10 Grades of mineral deposits refers to the concentration of a given mineral in rock or sediment. 
Falling grades imply a lower concentration of mineral for a given volume of for ex. rock.
11 ‘Free carry’ refers to an agreement where shareholders of these rights pay none of the costs and still 
receive the full benefit
12 EBITDA =Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation & Amortisation
13 By primary production we refer to the mining of PGM from ore as a source of supply as opposed to 
alternative sources of supply such as recycling.
14 Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa
15 CoalLink is a Transnet Freight Rail specialist business unit that provides transportation of South 
Africa’s export coal.
16 Metal streaming happens when a mining company agrees up front to sell all or part of its produc-
tion to a specific party at a predetermined price. This could be in exchange for a single up-front 
payment, or for ongoing payments. The major advantage of such arrangements is the financial 
predictability that they offer as well as the opportunity to raise cash without incurring further debt or 
selling equity. 
17 This consists of ZAR 7.7 billion expenditure on human resource development (HRD) and ZAR 1.5 
billion spent on the skills development levy (SDL), equal to 6.5% of payroll. This is relative to a 
combined 2010 Mining Charter target of 6% (5% on HRD and 1% on SDL).
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